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Abstract 
to the multihop case since th In this papel; we propose a 

tihop, mobile wireless network 
and token access protocol wi 
cast protocol uses a shared tre 
dated to adjust to changes in 
(i.e. dynamic joins and quits 
tenance have been simulated 

state ’’ (each connection is automatically timed out and must 
be refreshed). For the soft state policy, the 
diferent choices of timeout and refresh ti 
lyzed for a range of node mobility values. Next, soft state 
and hard state policies are compared based on th 
join delay, and control overhead criteria. 

1 Introduction 
1.1 Multihop, Mobile Wireless Netw 

In general, the following challenges are posed by wire- 
communicating capability and information access regard- less, mobile multicasting: (a) move, making 
less of the location. If we restrict outselves to ground radio source-oriented protocols inefficient; (b) multicast group 
networks, we can define two basic types of wireless net- members move, thus requiring an easily reconfigurable 
works: (a) cellular, and (b) instant infrastructure, multihop. multicast tree topology; (c) transient loops may form dur- 
In cellular radio networks [ 121 mobile users communicate ing tree reconfiguration; (d) channel overhead caused by 
via a single hop wireless channel with a base station which tree reconfiguration updates tends to increase very rapidly 
is in turn connected to a wired backbone. with mobility, network size and membership size. 

In a multihop wireless network, in contrast, there are no 1.2 ST-WIM: a Shared Tree Wireless Multicast fixed base stations connected to a wireline network. 
nodes communicate via the wireless channel with poss Protocol 
multihopping over several mobile stations. The main appli- In this paper, we propose a Shared Tree Wireless Mul- 
cation of wireless multihop networks is rapid deployment in ticast protocol (ST-WIM) inspired by the sparse PIM al- 
an area where there is no wired infrastructure (e.g. the bat- gorithm [6]. ST-WIM is independent 
tlefield) or where the infrastructure failed (e.g. earth- wireless routing protocol, thus 
quake, fire, flood relief, etc). Ex of such networks ent wireless platforms. The shared tre 
are ad-hoc networks [ 151 and packet radio networks [5 ,  141. dezvous point (W) and is dy 

Multihopping poses new challenges in wireless network configured to account for m 
protocol design. For example, mobile-IP routing protocols ship changes. Each multicast gro 

”grows” its own shared 
tified by a multicast address. Each me *This work was supported by the U S Departme 

Bureau of Investigation, ARPMTO under Contract 
puter Aided Design of High Performanc ets sent to that address. Many- 
Systems, and by Intel under project “QoS senders do not need to k 

each connection must be explicitly cleared) and ”soft protocol to packets. In Path for- 
warding, a router fonv 
at source S if and only 
from S. If source S moves 
ter the local routing table 
fail to forward the packe 
rapidly, the nodes in the tree may not 

ibuted membership. 
Wireless networks provide mobile users w 

’ 
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The intermediate routers in the shared tree are responsi- 
ble for forwarding the multicast data to members. Routers 
will keep track of the downstream members in order to de- 
cide whether or not to forward the multicast data on the 
corresponding downstream links. Namely, a link has the 
state of ”downstream” link if it leads to active group mem- 
bers. Members may dynamically join and leave the multi- 
cast group. 

A critical issue in the design of a wireless shared tree 
protocol is tree maintenance and reconfiguration in the face 
of mobility and membership change. To this end, two dif- 
ferent tree maintenance schemes, hard state and soft state, 
are proposed and evaluated. 

While ST-WIM is compatible with any of the underly- 
ing wireless network infrastructure, it can be evaluated (via 
simulation) only in conjunction with a specific multihop ar- 
chitecture. In this paper, the chosen architecture is based on 
cluster routing and token access protocol within each clus- 
ter [4, 101. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 
the ntdtihp infrastructure. Section 3 introduces the multi- 
cast tree maintenance schemes. Section 4 defines the exper- 
imental environment. Section 5 presents the performance 
results. Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 Multihop Network Infrastructure 
The multihop architecture considered in this study is 

a clustered multihop network [4, lo]. The aggregation 
of nodes into clusters under clusterhead control provides 
a convenient framework for the development of important 
features such as code separation (among clusters), chan- 
nel access, bandwidth allocation and routing [lo]. Using a 
distributed clustering algorithm, specific nodes are elected 
as clusterheads. All nodes within transmission range of a 
clusterhead belong to the same cluster. That is, all nodes 
in a cluster can communicate directly with a clusterhead 
and (possibly) with each other. Nodes belonging to more 
than one cluster are called gateways. Gateways support 
communications between adjacent clusters. In a mobile 
network, an important criterion in cluster algorithm de- 
sign is stability. Frequent clusterhead changes adversely 
affect the performance of other protocols such as schedul- 
ing and resource allocation. We use the Least Cluster- 
head Change (LCC) clustering algorithm [4], where only 
two conditions cause the clusterhead to change: (a) two 
mobile clusterheads come within range of each other (and 
therefore one clusterhead must be “demoted”), and; (b) a 
node becomes disconnected from any cluster (and there- 
fore becomes its own clusterhead). This is an improve- 
ment (in stability) over two previous algorithms, lowest- 
ID [8] and highest-connectivity (degree) [ 101, where a new 
clusterhead may be elected every time the cluster member- 
ship changes. The LCC algorithm uses either lowest-ID 

or highest-connectivity for initialization. After that, a non- 
clusterhead node moving into an already established cluster 
cannot challenge the current clusterhead. If, on the other 
hand, a clusterhead moves into an existing cluster, then it 
may take over (or be taken over) based on ID, connectivity 
or some other well defined priority [4]. 

Clustering provides an effective way to allocate wireless 
channels among different clusters. Across clusters, we per- 
mit spatial reuse by using different spreading codes and thus 
reduce intercluster interference [ 1 13. Additional procedures 
are required to maintain code separation across clusters. For 
example, a common control code must be used for initial- 
ization and for reconfiguration [ lo]; orthogonal codes must 
be selected in adjacent clusters, etc. Specific solutions are 
reported in [9]. 

Cluster maintenance protocols run continuously in the 
background in order to dynamically reconfigure the clus- 
ter structure in the face of mobility. Average convergence 
time of the clustering algorithm isO(l), that is, it does not 
depend on network size N [lo]. In fact, the clusters re- 
form as quickly as the links are added/deleted. This prop- 
erly implies that the convergence of the routing algorithm 
(which operates above clustering) is not “slowed down” by 
the presence of clusters. 

Within a cluster, the clusterhead polls the nodes to al- 
locate the channel. Polling was chosen here for several 
reasons. First, polling is consistent with the IEEE 802.1 1 
standard (centralized nodes). Secondly, polling gives pri- 
ority to the clusterhead, which is desirable since routes are 
forced to go through clusterheads in cluster oriented rout- 
ing. Thirdly, in our experiments each cluster has on average 
six neighbors (which is the optimal value in uniform mul- 
tihop architecture); thus polling latency is not of concern. 
Forth, polling permits easy support of real time connection 
(which can be scheduled at periodic intervals by the clus- 
terhead). In a more uniform network (e.g. slow and fast 
nodes, or high power and low power nodes) optimal clus- 
ter size may be much higher than 6 [9]; in which case, the 
polling scheme may be replaced by a pollingh-andom ac- 
cess scheme, to reduce latency. This latter scheme is also 
consistent with IEEE 802.11. In this paper we only con- 
sider clusterhead controlled polling. The results, however, 
are applicable also to pollinghandom access as well as to 
more general access schemes. 

The routing protocol used in this experiment is hierar- 
chical. Namely, packets travel from source to destination 
through an alternation of clusterheads and gateways [4] 
It is based on an extension of the DSDV (Destination- 
Sequenced Distance-Vector) scheme [15]. DSDV is a “dis- 
tance vector” type algorithm with the same complexity as 
Bellman-Ford or RIP, but with better protection against 
loops. 
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its upstream path becomes disconnected (e.g. the upstream 
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mobility and channel access overhead. In a highly mobile 
network, a short refresh period is desirable, but it will in- 
crease the channel overhead. If the timeout period is long, 
there will be stale links and wasted duplicate transmissions 
on such links. If the timeout period is short, branches 
are prematurely cut off and data may be lost. In order to 
achieve low overhead and yet maintain connectivity, it is 
very important to judiciously (possibly, dynamically) select 
the time period for refresh and timeout. These tradeoffs are 
explored in the experiments described in the following sec- 
tions. 

-- I 

Fig. 1: lnltial multicast tree 

4 Simulation Environment 
A multihop, mobile wireless network simulator was de- 

veloped using the parallel simulation language Maisie [2]. 
The network consists of 100 mobile hosts roaming ran- 
domly and uniformly at a preset average speed in a 
lO00xlO00 meter square. Radio transmission range is 120 
meters. Data rate is 2 Mb/s. Packet length is 10 kbit for 
data; 2 kbit for routing tables, and 500 bits for MAC control 
packets. Routing tables and control messages have higher 
priority over data. Channel overhead (e.g, code acquisition 
time, preamble, etc.) is factored into packet length. Trans- 
mission time is 5 ms for data packet, 1 ms for routing table, 
and 0.25 ms for control packet. 

The Re is hand-picked and does not change through- 
out the experiment. Dynamic relocation of the RP could 
improve the efficiency of the tree algorithm. This option, 
however, is not considered in our study since it would not 
affect the Hard State vs. Soft State tradeoffs. Members are 
randomly selected to join and quit the multicast group. On 
average, seven members are part of the group. Figure 1 
shows a typical multicast tree configuration. There is a sin- 
gle source of multicast traffic, placed at the RP. Traffic in- 
put rate is high enough to fully load the network. Unlimited 

buffering is assumed at the nodes. Packets are dropped only 
if no route is available to the designated destination. To- 
tal simulation time for each experiment is 2x106 simulation 
ticks. One simulation tick corresponds to 10 ps. Thus, each 
run represents 20 seconds of simulated time. 
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Fig. 2: Soft State: impact of Tref resh  and mobility 

5 Performance Evaluation 
In this section, we first evaluate the soft state scheme 

and select the values T T e f r e s h  and Ttimeout which optimize 
its performance (for the given systems parameters). Then, 
using these values, we compare the performance of hard 
state and soft state using as criteria throughput, join. latency, 
and control overhead. 

5.1 Soft State Parameter Optimization 
The performance of the soft state scheme depends criti- 

cally on the selection of refresh and timeout intervals. We 
will evaluate the effect of T r e f T e s h  and Ttimeout for var- 
ious parameter settings. To this end, we first define to- 
tal throughput performance as the total traffic received by 
members. Some of the received packets however may be 
duplicates, as described in section 3.2. Thus, we define 
throughput as (total received packets) - (duplicate traffic). 

.I 

5.1.1 Mobility vs. Trefresh First we study the rela- 
tionship between T T e f T e s h  and mobility. Recognizing that 
for stability the timeout must be larger than the refresh pe- 
riod, we set Ttimeout = 10 * TTejTesh. We then evaluate 
throughput and duplicates for various Values Of TTefresh  
and mobility. From figure 2 we note that high mobility 
causes more duplicates and lower throughput. To improve 
higher throughput at high mobility, Trefresh must be re- 
duced so as to adapt to the rapidly changing topology. How- 
ever, as TTefTesh  is reduced, Ttimeout is also becoming 
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The explicit control messages in hard state are much fewer 
than in soft state, but the hard state protocol requires the 
underlying MAC layer protocol to continuously probe link 
connectivity. 

(a) hard state (b) total control messages 

Fig. 7: Control Messages 

5.2.2 Throughput Comparison Figure 8(b) com- 
pares the throughput of hard state and soft state. The soft 
state experiment uses the best choice of refresh and timeout 
timers found in our simulations. Soft state performs bet- 
ter than hard state at high mobility This is mainly due to 
two reasons: (a) in soft state, the join delay is lower than in 
hard state, thus, fewer packets are dropped during discon- 
nect. (b) when the tree becomes disconnected, hard state 
suffers the additional delay of flushing the subtree, before 
the members have the chance to create a new subtree. 
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(a) Join Latency (b) Throughput 

Fig. 8: Performance Evaluation 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper we have proposed ST-WIM, a shared tree 

wireless multicast protocol which is inspired by the sparse 
PIM scheme. The main contribution of the paper is the per- 
formance evaluation of ST-WIM as a function of mobility. 
Two tree maintenance schemes have been proposed, namely 
soft state and hard state. For soft state, we have investi- 
gate the impact of TTejTesh and TtimeozLt on performance, 
as a function of mobility. We have found that the two pa- 
rameters are interdependent and must be jointly optimized 
in order to improve throughput and reduce duplicates. For 
hard state, we have shown that performance degrades very 
rapidly with mobility because of the delays involved in de- 
tecting tree disconnections and in restoring the tree. Pack- 

ets are dropped while the tree is disconnected. A prelim- 
inary comparison of hard state and soft state reveals that 
the two schemes are comparable at low speed. As mobility 
increases, soft state outperforms hard state because of the 
high reconnect delays suffered by the latter. 

In summary, ST-WIM appears to be reasonably efficient 
for low values of mobility (say, up to 10 km/hr). For higher 
values of mobility, performance degrades rapidly. Work is 
now in progress to compare ST-WIM with other multicast 
protocols (such as flooding) which are more robust to mo- 
bility. 
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